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BODEGA LA TERCIA is located in the region of La Mancha, the largest wine region in the world with
more than 450,000 hectares of vineyards.
This region, which has a long and strong tradition in this sector is ideal for growing grapes because of
its geological features and weather conditions, which have created the perfect environment that
brings personality and character to our vineyards from which arise our wines.
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BODEGA LA TERCIA is located in the región of La Mancha, the largest wine region in the world with
more than 450,000 hectares of vineyards.
This region, which has a long and strong tradition in this sector is ideal for growing grapes because of
its geological features and weather conditions, which have created the perfect environment that
brings personality and carácter to our vineyards from which arise our wines.
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We do not exactly know when were the first crops founded, but there are some evidences dating back even
before the arrival of the Phoenicians in 1100 a.C. During all the history of Spain different grapes varieties have been
expanding, enriching those which are non-native and influencing other from all around the world.
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Since Bodega La Tercia was founded in the early twentieth century until its revival at the end of it, the
company has evolved in order to offer wines of the highest quality, using traditional processes and
keeping the spirit and principles of its founders. Tradition and evolution are perfectly complemented.
Tradition in cultivation and processes are complemented by the evolution through the
implementation of strategies for diversification and internationalization.
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Diversification
Bodega La Tercia expands its activities beyond production and winemaking. In
its facilities there is a space where guided tastings, exhibitions and
performances are organized. Another very important part are the guided visits
and the restaurant where the wine and the dishes prepared are served.
Internationalization: Since 2002 the company has invested in its
internationalization, a fact that has led us to participate in national and
international fairs and events what resulted that our products are present in
the US, Japanese, German, Dutch, Chinese and Norwegian market where they
are widely accepted appreciated.
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Bodega La Tercia has 45 hectares of vineyard which are composed by a low strain of Airen and
Tempranillo varieties, more than 25 and 85 years old respectively. Some of our vineyards are from the
pre filoxérico period and are kept in perfect conditions.
Bodega la Tercia practices organic farming and follows the tradition of growing grapes, so since 1998
we have all the necesary certificaciton. We perform manual harvesting seeking the best grapes
selection. Then harvested grapes are delivered to the winery in boxes.
AIRÉN
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Airén

White, typical of La Mancha, ecosostenible variety adapted to extremely dry and hot
climate. It produces a large, loose and yellow grape cluster, which have an average
thickness of skin, soft pulp and colorless juice. Requires pruning and produces aromatic
wines with moderate acidity.

Tempranillo

Red grapes adapted to our area through the years. The cluster is compact, cylindrical,
often with two wings composed of round medium sized blue-black and maroon pulp
grapes. It requires long pruning, it gives wines berries aroma which is highly
recommended for aging in oak.
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The traditional structure of the winery built inside an old typical manchego mansion is which is
more than 100 years old and preserves tools and traditional mechanisms for making wine. Our
facilities have managed to complement traditional character with innovation and diversification
of services offered.
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We organise different kinds of events in our facilities but
always our wine is the main protagonist.

The new facility is a complementary structure that allows the company to maintain its production
volumes, the most modern technology adapts to the tradition, experience and expertise characterized
by Bodega La Tercia, all to ensure the quality and product safety without losing the traditional character
throughout the process from vine to the bottle.
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YEMANUEVA

Tempranillo

AREA: D.O. La Mancha
TOWN: Álcazar de San Juan
KIND OF WINE: Vintage red wine
VIGNERONES: Sánchez-Mateos Campo family
VARIETIES: Tempranillo 100%
AGRICULTURE: Organic since 1998
LOCATION: Alcazar de San Juan, setting Casa del Condecillo

Climate: Mediterranean continental. There is a big contrast between a cold and dry winter
and a very hot summer.
Annual precipitation: 400 mm
Land: Sandy
Farming system: Glass
Orientation: North-South altitude: 677
Coordinate: x: 481.912.16m y: 4.353.663.15
Industrial estate: 125
Smallholding: 145
Year of plantation: 1992

PRODUCTION:
100% manual harvest. It is made by specialised staff. The first selection is made in the vineyard. Transported in 300 kgs palets. The destermming grapes are put in a stainless
steel deposit of 9000/8000 kg. Medium macerating is 8-10 days. Alcoholic fermentation, monitored by a refrigeration system. Natural malolactic fermentation in deposit.
All the processes are submitted to European Normative of Organic production of wines and the NOP (USA)

BOTTLING
Superficial filtration
Bottling in bordelesa bottle with filter AV

ANALITICS DETAILS
Volatile acidity: 0,3gr/l
pH: 3,4

TASTING NOTES: Visual:
Touches from red purple to garnet. Aroma: Deep, fruity with primary
flavours of red fruits. Taste: Balanced tannins in alcohol/acidity,
lingering and fruity.

BLEND
Red meats, mushrooms, paste.

YEMANUEVA

Airén

AREA: D.O. La Mancha
TOWN: Álcazar de San Juan
KIND OF WINE: Young white wine
VIGNERONES: Sánchez-Mateos Campo family
VARIETIES: Airén 100%
AGRICULTURE: Organic since 1998
LOCATION: Alcazar de San Juan, setting Casa del Condecillo

Climate: Mediterranean continental. There is a big contrast bewteen a cold and dry winter
and a very hot summer.
Annual precipitation: 400 mm
Land: Sandy
Farming system: Glass
Orientation: North-South altitude: 677
Coordinate: x: 482.988.30y: 4.353.670.67m
Industrial estate: 127
Smallholding: 141
Year of plantation: 1895

PRODUCTION:
100% manual harvest. It is made by specialised staff. The first selection is made in the vineyard. Transported in 300 kgs palets. The destermming grapes are put in a stainless
steel deposit of 9000/8000 kg. Maceration of the grape’s skin during 8 hours at 12 ⁰C, no press, alcoholic fermentation, monitored by a refrigeration system. All the
processes are submitted to European Normative of Organic production of wines and the NOP (USA)

BOTTLING
Filtration superficial
Bottling in bordelesa bottle with filter AV

ANALITICS DETAILS
Alcohol: 12,5%
Volatile acidity: 0,2gr/l
pH: 3,2

TASTING NOTES: Visual:
Clean and bright, greenish and yellowish pale tones. Aroma: Deep
with a clean nose, fruity flavours, white flowers, very pleasant. Taste:
Fresh, lightly acid and balanced, brings to an end lingering.

BLEND
Fish, seafood and salats.

YEMANUEVA

Rosé

AREA: D.O. La Mancha
TOWN: Álcazar de San Juan
KIND OF WINE: rosé
VIGNERONES: Sánchez-Mateos Campo family
VARIETIES: tempranillo 100%
AGRICULTURE: Organic since 1998
LOCATION: Alcazar de San Juan, setting Casa del Condecillo

Climate: Mediterranean continental. There is a big contrast bewteen a cold and dry winter
and a very hot summer.
Annual precipitation: 400 mm
Land: Sandy
Farming system: Glass
Orientation: North-south altitude: 677
Coordinate: x: 481.912.16m: y: 4.353.663.15 m
Industrial estate: 125
Smallholding: 145
Year of plantation: 1992

PRODUCTION:
100% manual harvest. It is made by specialised staff. The first selection is made in the vineyard. Transported in 300 kgs palets. The destermming grapes are put in a stainless
steel deposit of 9000/8000 kg. Mild maceration, extraction by the grapes-juice by bleed, no mechanic press, alcoholic fermentation, monitored by a refrigeration system.
All the processes are submitted to European Normative of Organic production of wines and the NOP (USA)

BOTTLING
Filtration superficial
Bottling in bordelesa bottle with filter AV

ANALITICS DETAILS
Alcohol: 12,5%
Volatile acidity: 0,25gr/l
pH: 3,3

TASTING NOTES: Visual:
Clean and bright, rose coloured with faint red tonalities. Aroma:
Deep, pleasant perfumed aroma of red fruits and flowers. Taste:
Lightly acid and balanced, brings to an end lingering.

BLEND
Seafood, vegetables and salats.

YEMASERENA

limited edition

AREA: D.O. La Mancha
TOWN: Álcazar de San Juan
KIND OF WINE: traditional red wine.
VIGNERONES: Sánchez-Mateos Campo family
VARIETIES: Tempranillo 100%
AGRICULTURE: Organic since 1998
LOCATION: Alcazar de San Juan, setting Casa del Condecillo

Climate: Mediterranean continental. There is a big contrast bewteen a cold and dry winter
and a very hot summer.
Annual precipitation: 400 mm
Land: Sandy
Farming system: Glass
Orientation: North-south altitude: 677
Coordinate: x: 482.769.79m y: 4.353.871.65m
Industrial estate: 127
Smallholding: 86
Year of plantation: 1963 (old vineyard)

PRODUCTION:
100% manual harvest. It is made by specialised staff. The first selection is made in the vineyard. Transported in 300 kgs palets. The destermming grapes are put in a stainless
steel deposit of 9000/8000 kg. Médium macerating of 8-10 days. Alcoholic fermentation, monitored by a refrigeration system. Natural malolactic fermentation in deposit.
Aging in american oak barrel during 16-20 weeks after in bottle. All the processes in submitted to European Normative of Organic production of wines and the NOP (USA)

BOTTLING
Filtration superficial
Bottling in bordelesa bottle with filter AV

ANALITICS DETAILS
Alcohol: 13.5%
Volatile acidity: 0,5 gr/l
pH: 3,3

TASTING NOTES: Visual:
Red ruby colours, bright. Aroma: Complex aromas of maturated
fruit, mineral touches. Taste: Light tannins at the beginning, elegant
with a very deep and lingering finish.

BLEND
Meat stews, game meat, maturated cheese

YEMASERENA

Tempranillo

AREA: D.O. La Mancha
TOWN: Álcazar de San Juan
KIND OF WINE: traditional red wine
VIGNERONES: Sánchez-Mateos Campo family
VARIETIES: Tempranillo 100%
AGRICULTURE: Organic since 1998
LOCATION: Alcazar de San Juan, setting Casa del Condecillo

Climate: Mediterranean continental. There is a big contrast bewteen a cold and dry winter
and a very hot summer.
Annual precipitation: 400 mm
Land: Sandy
Farming system: Glass
Orientation: North-south altitude: 677
Coordinate: x: 482.764.79m y: 4.353.871.65m
Industrial estate: 127
Smallholding: 86
Year of plantation: 1963 old vineyard

PRODUCTION:
100% manual harvest. It is made by specialised staff. The first selection is made in the vineyard. Transported in 300 kgs palets. The destermming grapes are put in a stainless
steel deposit of 9000/8000 kg. Medium macerating of 8-10 days. Alcoholic fermentation, monitored by a refrigeration system. Natural malolactic fermentation in deposit.
Aging in French oak barrel during a year. Medium maceration 10-15 years. All the processes are submitted to European Normative of Organic production of wines and the
NOP (USA)
BOTTLING
Filtration superficial
Bottling in bordelesa bottle with filter AV

ANALITICS DETAILS
Alcohol: 13.5%
Volatile acidity: 0,5 gr/l
pH: 3,55

TASTING NOTES: Visual:
Red ruby and clean. Aroma: elegant and perfumed with roasted and
ripe fruit tones. Taste: Kind, warm and velvety in the beginning with
an intense and persistent finished

BLEND
Red meat and chocolate desserts.

YEMASERENA

Airén

AREA: D.O. La Mancha
TOWN: Álcazar de San Juan
KIND OF WINE: traditional White wine
VIGNERONES: Sánchez-Mateos Campo family
VARIETIES: Tempranillo 100%
AGRICULTURE: Organic since 1998
LOCATION: Alcazar de San Juan, setting Casa del Condecillo

Climate: Mediterranean continental. The is a big contrast between a cold and dry Winter
and a very hot summer.
Annual precipitation: 400 mm
Land: Sandy
Farming system: Glass
Orientation: North-south altitude: 677
Coordinate: x: 482.764.79m y: 4.353.871.65m
Industrial estate: 127
Smallholding: 86
Year of plantation: 1963 old vineyard

PRODUCTION:
100% manual harvest. It is made by specialised staff. The first selection is made in the vineyard. Transported in 300 kgs palets. The destermming grapes are put in a stainless
steel deposit of 9000/8000 kg. Maceration of the grape’s skin at 12 ⁰C, no press, alcoholic fermentation monitored by a refrigeration system. Aging in bottle during a 5
years at least. All the processes are submitted to European Normative of Organic production of wines and the NOP (USA).

BOTTILNG
Filtration superficial
Bottling in bordelesa bottle with filter AV

ANALITICS DETAILS
Alcohol: 12.5%
Volatile acidity: 0,5 gr/l
pH: 3,5

TASTING NOTES: Visual:
Bright and intense yellow wine. Aroma: powerful and complex,
highlighting mineral tones. Taste: is kind, intense, smart and
persistent. An excelent and personal wine

BLEND
Intense cheese and bushmeat

YEMAVERDE

Tempranillo

AREA: D.O. La Mancha
TOWN: Álcazar de San Juan
KIND OF WINE: vintage red wine
VIGNERONES: Sánchez-Mateos Campo family
VARIETIES: Tempranillo 100%
AGRICULTURE: Organic since 1998
LOCATION: Alcazar de San Juan, setting Casa del Condecillo

Climate: Mediterranean continental. There is a big contrast between a cold and dry winter
and a very hot summer.
Annual precipitation: 400 mm
Land: Sandy
Farming system: Gass
Orientation: North-south altitude: 677
Coordinate: x: 481.912.16m y: 4.353.663.15
Industrial estate: 125
Smallholding: 145
Year of plantation: 1992

PRODUCTION:
100% manual harvest. It is made by specialised staff. The first selection is made in the vineyard. Transported in 300 kgs palets. The destermming grapes are put in a stainless
steel deposit of 9000/8000 kg. Medium macerating of 8-10 days. Alcoholic fermentation, monitored by a refrigeration system. Natural malolactic fermentation in deposit.
All the processes are submitted to European Normative of Organic production of wines and the NOP (USA)

BOTTLING
Superficial filtration
Bottling in bordelesa bottle with filter AV

ANALITICS DETAILS
Alcohol: 12,7%
Volatile acidity: 0,3gr/l
pH: 3,4

TASTING NOTES: Visual:
Touches from red purple to garnet. Aroma: Deep, fruity with primary
flavours of red fruits. Taste: Balanced tannins in alcohol/acidity,
lingering and fruity.

BLEND
Red meats, mushrooms, paste.

YEMAVERDE

Airén

AREA: D.O. La Mancha
TOWN: Álcazar de San Juan
KIND OF WINE: Young white wine
VIGNERONES: Sánchez-Mateos Campo family
VARIETIES: Airén 100%
AGRICULTURE: Organic since 1998
LOCATION: Alcazar de San Juan, setting Casa del Condecillo

Climate: Mediterranean continental. There is a big contrast between a cold and dry winter
and a very hot summer.
Annual precipitation: 400 mm
Land: Sandy
Farming system: Glass
Orientation: North-south altitude: 677
Coordinate: x: 482.988.30y: 4.353.670.67m
Industrial estate: 127
Smallholding: 141
Year of plantation: 1895

PRODUCTION:
100% manual harvest. It is made by specialised staff. The first selection is made in the vineyard. Transported in 300 kgs palets. The destermming grapes are put in a stainless
steel deposit of 9000/8000 kg. Maceration of the grape’s skin during 8 hours at 12 ⁰C, no press, alcoholic fermentation, monitored by a refrigeration system. All the
processes are submitted to European Normative of Organic production of wines and the NOP (USA)

BOTTLING
Filtration superficial
Bottling in bordelesa bottle with filter AV

ANALITICS DETAILS
Alcohol: 12,5%
Volatile acidity: 0,2gr/l
pH: 3,2

TASTING NOTES: Visual:
Clean and bright, greenish and yellowish pale tones. Aroma: Deep
with a clean nose, fruity flavours, white flowers, very pleasant. Taste:
Fresh, lightly acid and balanced, brings to an end lingering.

BLEND
Fish, seafood and salats.

YEMAVERDE

Rosé

AREA: D.O. La Mancha
TOWN: Álcazar de San Juan
KIND OF WINE: Rosé
VIGNERONES: Sánchez-Mateos Campo family
VARIETIES: Tempranillo 100%
AGRICULTURE: Organic since 1998
LOCATION: Alcazar de San Juan, setting Casa del Condecillo

Climate: Mediterranean continental. There is a big contrast between a cold and dry winter
and a very hot summer.
Annual precipitation: 400 mm
Land: Sandy
Farming system: Glass
Orientation: North-south altitude: 677
Coordinate: x: 481.912.16m: y: 4.353.663.15 m
Industrial estate: 125
Smallholding: 145
Year of plantation: 1992

PRODUCTION:
100% manual harvest. It is made by specialised staff. The first selection is made in the vineyard. Transported in 300 kgs palets. The destermming grapes are put in a stainless
steel deposit of 9000/8000 kg. Mild maceration, extraction by the grapes-juice by bleed, no mechanic press, alcoholic fermentation, monitored by a refrigeration system.
All the processes are submitted to European Normative of Organic production of wines and the NOP (USA)

BOTTLING
Filtration superficial
Bottling in bordelesa bottle with filter AV

ANALITICS DETAILS
Alcohol: 12,5%
Volatile acidity: 0,25gr/l
pH: 3,3

TASTING NOTES: Visual:
Clean and bright, rose coloured with faint red tonalities. Aroma:
Deep, pleasant perfumed aroma of red fruits and flowers. Taste:
Lightly acid and balanced, brings to an end lingering.

BLEND
Seafood, vegetables and salats.

SUPPORT
Bodega La Tercia considers each of its importers/distributors as a part of it. Marketing Commercial
support through the dissemination of information in conjunction with each of its partners,
commented wine tastings and guided winery tours are just some of the tools used to promote the
philosophy and the signes of Bodega La Tercia. Our work does not end with the sale of our wines, we
care at all times about our consumer reviews because we take them into account in a process of
continuous improvement to maximize the enjoyment of our wines by our customers.
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Jesús Sánchez-Mateos Campo
c\ Almagro 6, 13.600
Alcázar de San Juan, Ciudad Real (SPAIN)
TLF/Fax: 926 550 104 / 926 550 104
bodegalatercia@bodegalatercia.com
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